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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. What is automata 

It is define as a system where energy, materials, 

information are transformed, transmitted and used for 

performing some function without direct participation of 

human. In second way we can define automata is a 

machine for generating regular expression, context free 

grammar, context sensitive grammar and recursive 
endurable language. In computer science, automaton 

means ‘discrete automaton’ [1,2]. 

A finite automaton (FA) M as the quintuple M = (Q, Σ, 

δ, qs, F) where  

Q is a finite set of states {qi | i is a nonnegative integer}  

Σ is the finite input alphabet  

δ is the transition function, δ : D → 2
Q
 where D is a 

finite subset of Q × Σ*  

qs (is member of Q) is the initial state  

F (is a subset of Q) is the set of final states  

 

Note that, above definition includes both deterministic 

finite automata (DFAs), which we will be discussing 

shortly, and nondeterministic finite automata (NFAs), 

which we will discuss on later[4,7].  

B. Definitions and Notations  

1)  Alphabet and Language: It (Alphabet) is defined as finite 

non-empty set of symbols on which the language is defined. 

Alphabets are denoted by Σ. Language is defined as a subset of 

Σ*. Empty string and null language are denoted by ϵ and ϕ 

respectively. Various kinds of formal languages can be 

classified as regular language, context free language, context 

sensitive language and recursive language. Regular language 

can be described by regular expression, finite automata  

2) (Deterministic or Non-deterministic). A language over ‘a’ 

and ‘b’ that will include all strings having length less than 2 is 

L={ ϵ,a,b,aa,ab,ba,bb}[3,8].  

3) Operations on languages: Following are the operations 

that can be performed on languages. 

Union: Union of two languages L1 and L2 is set of all the 

strings that are in also L1 or L2, or both. For example, if 

L1={001,10,111} and L2={ϵ,01,10}, then 

L1UL2={ϵ,01,10,001,10,111}.  

Concatenation: Concatenation of two languages L1 and L2 is 

set of all the strings that can be formed by taking one string in 

L1 and concatenating it with any string in L2. Regular 

Language can be articulated by regular expression or DFA. 

i.e.  

Abstract-- In deterministic finite automata, some state is not useful that means this type of state doesn’t participant for 
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if L1={101,10,111} and L2={ϵ,01}, then 

L1L2={101,10,111,10101,1001,11101}[5,6].  

Kleene Closure: Kleene closure of a language L represent the 

set of folks strings that can be formed by taking any number 

of strings from L, possibly with repetitions (same string can 

be selected more than once) and concatenating all of them. 

Kleene closure of a language L is denoted by L*. For example 

if L={0,1}, then kleene closure of L is all strings of 0‟s and 

1‟s i.e. L* ={ϵ,0,1,01,001,0110,111010,110011................}[9].  

C. Deterministic Finite Automata 

Deterministic finite automaton (DFA) is a finite state machine 

(system) accepting finite strings of symbols. For each state, 

there is a transition arrow primary out to a next state for each 

symbol. Deterministic finite automata (DFA) can be defined 

by 5-tuples (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F), where  

Q is a finite set of states  

Σ is a finite set of symbols  

δ is the transition function, that is, δ: Q × Σ → Q.  

q0 is the start state  

F is a set of states of Q (i.e. F⊆Q) called accept states [10,11].  

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The problem is finding the useful state in deterministic finite 

automata. Different technique or approaches are available for 

generating useful state in deterministic finite automata. Some 

approaches are available for removing useless state in 

deterministic finite automata. First of all we know about what 

is the unreachable state and dead state. 

Unreachable state: In deterministic finite automata some state 

is call of unreachable state if no path present from initial state 

to unreachable state. 

Dead state: in deterministic finite automata some state is call 

of dead state if a state that is not an accepting state and no any 

transition from another state than itself.  

As shown in below figure: 

 

Fig 2.1: Deterministic finite automata with unreachable state. 

State q8, q9 and q10 are unreachable state in above 

figure because if we will take any string from initial state 

(q0) to q8 or q9 or q10 then it is not possible. Some 

approaches for finding this state. 

DFS(depth first search) technique: In this approach first 

of all take outgoing input symbol from initial state and if 

outgoing input symbol is more than one then it will 

follow depth first search technique that means, state q0 

move q1,q2 and q4 so  three path present from q0. But it 

will take q1 if it is follow DFS(depth first search). After 

completing total path from DFS(depth first search) root 

then we will move q2 way as well as q4. So problem of 

this technique or approach is taking time if loop 

available in DFS root. 

Any path choosing approach: In this approach any one path 

select and move last possible state. In this approach if any 

state remaining for not participating in input symbol the this 

state is an unreachable state. Problem of this approach is it 

will taking more and more time for removing unreachable 

state.       

III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

In this technique, first of all generate useful state before 

minimization. If we generate useful state then useless state 

(unreachable state) will remove simultaneously. 

In proposed approach first of all take only one input symbol 

from initial state and move simultaneously with changing 

accepting input symbol state as shown in below figure. 

 

Fig. 3.1: Deterministic finite automata with ‘a’ ,‘b’ and ‘c’ input symbol. 

 

In this figure input symbol is ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ because outgoing 

symbol of state q0 is ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’. Input symbol ‘b’ is 
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accepting but input symbol ‘a’and ‘c’ is rejecting so we can 

see View Trace by JFLAP simulator and finalized all state 

including accepting input symbol. After that take another 

input string, taking input string as per proposed rule that 

means all input take simultaneously with string length is one 

that means only one symbol include at a time. As shown in 

below figure.  

 

Fig. 3.2:  Deterministic finite automata with ‘one length’ and ’two length 

input symbol. 

 

In above figure we finalize state q0 because this state 

generating accepting input symbol with final state and take 

next input symbol as shown in above figure. In this figure if 

we are taking input symbol ‘aa’,’cc’,’ca’ and ‘cb’ are rejecting 

so we will take next input symbol. Remembering that all the 

input symbol starts with initial state. Also ‘ab’ is accepting 

string so state state q4 is also a final state. After that taking 

next input string as shown in below figure.  

 

Fig. 3.3: Deterministic finite automata with ‘one, two and three length’ input 

symbol. 

 

As shown in above figure on some input symbol is accepting 

and some input symbol is rejecting then we will see view trace 

of JFLAP simulation and finalised all the state including in 

accepting input symbol . As shown in below figure. 

 

Fig. 3.4: Deterministic finite automata with more input symbol input symbol. 

In above figure some state is finalising because this state 

including accepting input symbol again we will take next 

input symbol. If no any input symbol is accepting then we will 

take next possible input symbol. Again if no input symbol  

 

accepting then repeat it whenever all possible input not 

finished. 

 

Fig. 3.5: Deterministic finite automata with maximum possible input symbol. 

 

In above figure maximum string is accepting but some string 

is not accepting then again apply proposed technique that 

means state including accepted string is finalize and then go to 

taking next string.as sown in below figure. 
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Fig. 3.6: Deterministic finite automata with all possible input symbol.  

 

In above figure we can see all taking string is accepted that 

means no any useful state remaining for generating technique 

of useful state in deterministic finite automata. When all 

possible inputs are taken so we will remove all non-final state 

as shown in below figure. In above figure final state indicate 

accepting string generated by using these state and non- final 

state indicated no any string generated by using these state.  

 

Fig. 3.7: Deterministic finite automata with without unreachable state. 

In this figure all final state available and no any non- final 

state available. Final state shows these state are including in 

accepting string. Now nest step for proposing technique, 

remove all finalized label of state except initialized form 

means in initial form of deterministic finite automata initial 

state was q0 and final state was q1 so these state are not same 

as a previous form and all updated label should be remove. As 

shown in below figure.  

 

Fig. 3.8: Deterministic finite automata with useful state. 

 

In above figure all useful state available means only whose 

state is available those are including in accepting string. After 

that our proposed technique finised.  

IV. CONCLUSION: 

Choosing the useful state of deterministic finite state 

automaton is one of the challenging concepts for students at 

an introductory level to understand and learn. In this paper 

mainly removing of unreachable and dead state of 

deterministic  finite  automata. We can follow simple 

approach for generating useful state by given approach in this 

thesis. We can choose JFLAP simulation for generating  

useful state of deterministic finite automata. If given 

technique apply for generating useful state then both 

unreachable state and dead state is simply remove. Also if we 

will follow given technique or approach, number of step for 

taking input is lesser than running technique. After selecting 

useful state we can minimise simply of deterministic finite 

automata.  

V. FUTURE WORK 

In this paper only unreachable state and dead state of 

deterministic state is removing. But in this paper 

indistinguishable state is not removing of deterministic finite 

automata. So for future work we can work on this part that 
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means for removing indistinguishable state of deterministic 

finite automata. Also we can  work on minimization of 

deterministic finite automata in future time. We can work on 

state label in future work. 
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